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Time : 1 Hr
Answer Sheet

1.   C - tail, tale

Tail: Elongated posterior part of the body of some animals. E.g. Dog's tail.
Tale : A story not necessarily true.

2.   B - piece

Piece means a portion of something.

3.   C - refreshments

When we talk about food, snacks with drinks we can use the word refreshments for them.

4.   A - Unreal

The word unreal means imaginary or illusory. Rest all are synonyms of each other.

5.   A - A

The words Try and Attempt are the odd one out, as they are synonyms of each other and rest all options are antonyms of each other.

6.   B - knives

The plural of knife is knives.

7.   C - kids, rides

Plural of kid is kids and ride is rides.

8.   B - sheep

Plural of sheep is sheep.

9.   C - barren

10.   B - to do an activity because it has become popular and is being done by many others.

"Jump on the bandwagon" means to do or follow an activity which has recently become famous among people for some gain.
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11.   C - tea, bone china

Chair is common noun. Wooden is an adjective. Bon china and tea are material noun.

12.   D - parliament

13.   A - I

14.   B - his, him

15.   C - smarter

16.   B - better

A comparative adjective will be appropriate here. As although shows contrast, better would be more appropriate here.

17.   C - rarely

18.   A - probably

19.   B - for

For is used to describe the time period (countable). For answers "how many" time periods have passed. Since is used to describe the time and
answers "since when" the activity is being performed. Since points to a date, time or day in the past.

20.   C - inside

Inside is used when there is an emphasis on the location. Cellphones are supposed to be switched off inside (location) the aeroplane.

21.   B - are you

In interrogative sentences helping verb should come before the subject.

22.   B - ate

23.   C - cooks

24.   B - having
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25.   C - an, the

26.   A - is it?

27.   B - hasn't she?

Question tag of positive phrase has to be negative and for a negative phrase, it has to be positive.

28.   C - tells

29.   D - yet

It is more appropriate to use yet when there are 2 contrasting statements and one statement is contradicting the happening of the second
statement.

30.   A - still, when

31.   A - since

Because, as and since can be used interchangeably and are used to describe the reason.

32.   D - weekly

Weekly is the correct answer as fortnight is a noun, annual is an adjective.

33.   C - Sachin Tendulkar, M. S. Dhoni and Virat Kohli are famous cricketers.

Names (proper noun) should always start with a capital letter.

34.   C - Charles Babbage, an English scientist, is known as the father of computer.

If we use "computer" as a subject then capitalization is required but if we use "computer" as an object then no capitalization is required.

35.   A - There is a school nearby so one should drive carefully and slow down the speed.

The Notice 'Drive slow School ahead' says that there is a school nearby so one should drive carefully as children may be passing through and one
should slow down the speed near a school.

36.   C - ATM PIN and PASSWORD should never be shared or told to any other person as he can commit a fraud.

It is the most common advice from the banks to the general public that your ATM PIN and PASSWORD should never be shared or told to any other
person as he can commit a fraud, may use it and withdraw money from your bank account.
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37.   A - It is an advice for you to please switch off the light when you are done with your work. Everyone should save electricity.

It is also a very common message displayed on the notice boards at many public places. It advises you to please switch off the light when you
are done with your work. Everyone should save electricity.

38.   B - One should avoid smoking publicly else will have to pay a fine.

It is an advice from the govt. to the general public that as smoking is injurious for health, one should avoid smoking publicly else will have to pay
a fine. It is not only bad for your health but also for others in your surroundings, therefore it is to be avoided in public places.

39.   B - B

40.   A - A

41.   D - D

42.   C - C

43.   C - C

44.   B - Someone very near and dear.

The phrase apple of one' eye means someone very near and dear to your heart.

45.   B - One should avoid dust to enter into the computer lab that's why have to remove the shoes.

It is a notice or a message which can be seen in every school or college. The notice says that one should avoid dust to enter into the computer
lab that's why remove your shoes.

46.   A - fishes

Plural of fish is fish. We use fishes when we are referring to different types of fishes.

47.   A - playing with fire

Playing with fire is an old saying which means to do something dangerous or risky.

48.   D - no article required

When an article is not required we call it zero article. 
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49.   A - do, does

I do not watch TV after 10 p.m. but my brother does watch TV after 10 p.m. everyday is the correct answer.

50.   D - honest

The word crafty means clever and honest is its antonym.
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